
Since its launch, Perspex Frost with its cool calm pastel

colours has been hot property as far as POP and retail

designers are concerned. 

But now Perspex Frost is really turning up the heat, with

the addition of 5 hot new colours to the range.

Chilli, a new hot red, Citrus a fresh vibrant yellow, and

Mandarin a warm spicy orange, combine to make a bold

bright colour statement.

Sapphire, a deep rich blue and Emerald an intense vivid

green add a jewel-like richness to the collection.

Created with today’s bold, confident designs in mind,

these new colours add yet another dimension to the

Perspex Frost offer.

The original colours in the range, Crystal clear, Polar

white, Glacier green and Arctic blue plus the incredibly

popular Lemon Sorbet, Blush pink, and Aurora violet

remain firm favourites with designers looking for a

subtle, more relaxed look.

But if it’s a strong, dramatic statement that you want to

make, then the new Perspex Frost colours are definitely

for you.

Whichever you choose, you can be confident in the

exceptional Perspex product performance characteristics

of strength, durability and quality and sure that whether

in corporate imaging, POP or retail displays, Perspex will

deliver.

These hot new colours from Perspex Frost offer designers

even more choice and freedom to inspire their creativity-

now that really is something to get heated up about!

PERSPEX™ FROST
TURNS UP THE HEAT

PERSPEX™ FROST New Range

PERSPEX™ FROST Existing Range

Standard thicknesses are printed in bold.
PERSPEX™ FROST - Sheet size: 3050x2030mm.

Please contact your PERSPEX sales office for details.

Mandarin Orange
3T17

Emerald Green
6T59

Colour reference

Chilli Red 
4T50

Thickness - mm

3,5,10

3,5,10

3,5,10

3,5,10

3,5,10

Citrus Yellow 
2T07

Sapphire Blue
7T28

Arctic Blue
7T77

Polar White
030

Colour reference

Crystal Clear
000

Thickness - mm

3,4,5,
6,8,10,15,20

3,5,10

3,4,5,6,
8,10,15,20

3,5,
10,15,20

3,5,
8,10,15,20

Blush Pink
4T46 3,5,10

Aurora Violet
7T58 3,5,10

Electric Blue
7T69

5

Lemon Sorbet
2T30

Glacier Green
6T21
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